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We have now finalised the procurement of an upgrade of our mains electricity installations. It feels 
great that we will improve the safety and electricity standard of the whole house. This is a first 
letter with general information. You will be further contacted about the specific procedures for 
your apartment. Tunahus has signed an agreement for the renovation with the company 
Elektroteam AB. The project will commence in the end of May and will continue for about 18 
months. The work will start in 3A and then continue one stairwell at a time. It is not decided yet if 
they will start with replacing all apartments’ electrical switchboard. 

 

Every apartment owner will have to give access to the Electroteam staff on several occasions:  

• The first occasion (part of a day) will be when the power is cut off in an entire stairwell to 

allow replacement of the stairwell electric wiring and the switchboard in all apartments. 

The new switchboard will not have the same dimensions as the old one. Electroteam will 

need access only to the entrance area where the electric switchboard is located. 

• The second time when access is needed (1 to 2 days) will be when the apartment’s electric 

wiring is replaced. If this cant be completed in one day they will have to return a second 

day to finalise their work. The Elektroteam must have access to all electrical installations. 

• The last and final access to your apartment (part of a day) will be when the installation 

work is inspected. Also on this occasion, it is necessary that all electrical devices are 

accessible. 

 

To allow us to stick to the work schedule and avoid additional costs it is very important that you 
allow Elektroteam access to your apartment on all agreed occasions. You will receive additional 
information later on regarding procedures to lend out door keys. We recommend you to check 
and update your contact information on the HSB website https://www.hsb.se/skane. You can log 
in using BankID and check your profile under the tab “Min profil”. 

 

https://www.hsb.se/skane


Workspace 
The Elektroteam staff will need one meter of free workspace around every single electric device. 
This includes e.g. power outlets, switches, cable connection boxes (usually on the wall near the 
roof), roof lamp sockets, switch boards and similar places – everything that is a fixed mains power 
installation. Please remove furniture immediately under a roof lamp outlet. Elektroteam will be 
responsible for all electrical installations in your apartment once the renovation is completed. This 
means that if you already have recent additions made to your electric wiring, these have to be 
accessed and inspected too. 

Work inside your apartment 
The renovation includes replacement of the electric switchboard, all hidden wiring, power outlets 
(wall and roof). Old power outlets and old switches will be replaced. 
 
Additional power outlets 
If your apartment has not previously been upgraded with additional power outlets (only original 
installations) you will be offered one additional outlet per room. (e.g. 4 room aparments get 4 
additional outlets, one room apartments get 1 additional outlet). An additional power outlet will 
also be installed under the sink in all apartments for e.g. dishwasher. If you would like even more 
extensions than the additions described above, you will have the opportunity to order this at an 
additional cost (price list will be distributed later) 

Roof lamps 

According to regulations we have to replace the roof outlets to adhere to new EU standards. This 
means that our existing lamps will no longer fit in the new outlets. In our contract with 
Elektroteam is included that they will replace the lamp connectors so that they fit into the new 
sockets. However, if your lamp does not fulfil legal safety requirements, they will NOT modify the 
lamp, but instead plug in a short cable with a lamp socket where you can add a lamp bulb. You are 
then recommended to replace your old (and potentially dangerous) lamp with a new and safe one 
or to upgrade your old lamp (at your own expense) so that it is safe. 

 

 

With best regards, 

Styrelsen för HSB Brf Tunahus 


